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ABSTRACT This paper presents a potential solution to the challenge of configuring powered knee-ankle
prostheses in a clinical setting. Typically, powered prostheses use impedance-based control schemes that
contain several independent controllers which correspond to consecutive periods along the gait cycle.
This control strategy has numerous control parameters and switching rules that are generally tuned by
researchers or technicians and not by a certified prosthetist. We propose an intuitive clinician control
interface (CCI) in which clinicians tune a powered knee-ankle prosthesis based on a virtual constraint control
scheme, which tracks desired periodic joint trajectories based on a continuous measurement of the phase
(or progression) of gait. The interface derives virtual constraints from clinician-designed joint kinematic
trajectories. An experiment was conducted in which a certified prosthetist used the control interface to
configure a powered knee-ankle prosthesis for a transfemoral amputee subject during level-ground walking
trials. While it usually takes engineers hours of tuning individual parameters by trial and error, the CCI
allowed the clinician to tune the powered prosthesis controller in under 10 min. This allowed the clinician
to improve several amputee gait outcome metrics, such as gait symmetry. These results suggest that the CCI
can improve the clinical viability of emerging powered knee-ankle prostheses.

INDEX TERMS Prosthetics, robot control, legged locomotion, user interfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION
Persons living with limb loss above the knee generally use
mechanically passive prostheses that dissipate energy instead
of actively inputting energy to replicate normative biome-
chanics [1], [2]. Certified prosthetists have direct involvement
in prescribing prostheses, manufacturing custom sockets, and
fitting and tuning a prosthesis to improve an amputee patient’s
gait [3]–[5]. The mechanical damping resistance of the knee
joint is often adjusted to control knee extension and flexion
during gait to achieve better symmetry [6], while the ankle
passively stores and releases energy in a carbon-fiber body.

Powered prostheses have motors that provide power at
the joints to improve limb functionality [7]–[11]. There are
several control strategies currently being developed for pow-
ered prostheses [12]. Generally, they consist of a heuristic

rule-based control scheme, such as a finite state machine, that
contains a different controller for each portion of the divided
gait cycle [8]–[10], [13], [14]. These controllers typically
emulate joint stiffness and damping (i.e., impedance), which
tend to change across users and tasks. This presents a chal-
lenging tuning problem for powered knee-ankle prostheses,
which have dozens of impedance parameters and switching
rules that must be tuned by a technical expert (usually an engi-
neer) who is very familiar with the effect of each parameter
on the control system and the user’s response. This technical
process can take several hours for each user [15], [16], which
is one of the major reasons that powered knee-ankle prosthe-
ses have not been commercialized for clinical use.

Recent work has attempted to unify discrete periods of the
gait cycle under a single virtual constraint control strategy,
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which reduces the parameter space to a small set that gen-
eralizes well across amputee subjects [17], [18]. Originally
proposed for the control of biped robots [19]–[22], virtual
constraints are often defined as polynomial functions of a
phase variable, which is a time-invariant, kinematic quantity
that determines the progression during gait. Applied to pow-
ered prostheses, virtual constraint controllers provide user
synchronization to changing walking speeds [18] and phase-
shifting disturbances such as small slips/trips [23]. However,
previous studies of this control method utilized fixed, norma-
tive joint trajectories, which do not provide the flexibility for
clinicians to configure a powered prosthesis for a patient’s
individual needs.

Prosthetists have substantial influence on amputee patient
outcomes [24], so it is important for them to be intimately
involved in the tuning process of a powered prosthesis. Clin-
icians generally observe amputee joint kinematics as the
patient ambulates with a prosthesis to determine the adjust-
ments necessary to improve inter-limb symmetry and restore
normative biomechanics. We propose an intuitive clinician
control interface (CCI) as a tuning tool that leverages this
clinical expertise to easily adjust the prosthetic joint kine-
matics, which are converted into virtual constraints using the
methods of Quintero et al. [25] and Rezazadeh et al. [26]
for control of the powered knee-ankle prosthesis. Our control
framework is uniquely suited for this clinical interface based
on its continuous representation of the joint kinematics [25].
The baseline joint trajectories are represented as Catmull-
Rom splines [27] generated from normative able-bodied data
[28], which the clinician can manipulate through control
points that determine the joint angle and phase of kinematic
landmarks within the gait cycle. The CCI tool is designed
with several user-friendly manipulation and safety features
to facilitate the configuration process.

This paper presents the design of the CCI tool in the context
of the virtual constraint control system, which was used by a
certified prosthetist to quickly and effectively tune a powered
knee-ankle prosthesis for an amputee subject. This case study
replicated a clinical session, where the prosthetist visually
inspects the patient’s gait and then manually tunes the device
until the subject is comfortable and the clinician agrees that
gait pathologies and inter-limb asymmetry have been mini-
mized. The protocol was designed to be as close to what an
amputee would encounter visiting his/her prosthetist regard-
ing available equipment and time constraints. The experi-
mental results show improvement in various gait pathology
metrics based on the clinical intervention, indicating that
the clinician’s intention was realized. Furthermore, clinical
tuning time was observed to be minimal, which helped avoid
fatigue [29].

II. METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This section provides an overview of the CCI, how it rep-
resents joint trajectories for manipulation, user features for
adjusting the trajectories, how the adjusted trajectories are
implemented in the control system of a powered knee-ankle

FIGURE 1. CCI GUI with commonly used features and visualizations of the
knee (top) and ankle (bottom) angular position trajectories with respect
to gait cycle percentage. Dragging the control points (blue dots) smoothly
adjusts the joint trajectories. As an example, the ankle trajectory is
modified (blue solid line) from the baseline trajectory (red dotted line) to
have greater range of motion and an earlier push-off. The knee trajectory
is minimally changed from the baseline and partly obscures the
reference.

prosthesis, and the experimental protocol of the case study.
The graphical user interface (GUI) of Fig. 1 was implemented
using the GUIDE app development tool ofMATLABR2013b
(Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA).

A. CCI INITIALIZATION
To begin the configuration process, the user must first open
an existing patient file or create a new file. Creating a new file
prompts the user to enter patient information such as subject
ID, gender, age, and anatomical lower limb measurements.
New files contain baseline knee and ankle kinematics (cor-
responding to a normal speed on level ground [28]), from
which the clinician can tune the prosthesis for each patient.
Opening an existing file displays the patient information and
previously modified joint trajectories for that patient. All
patient data is stored alongside the designed trajectories in
a single MATLAB data file and can be referenced using the
Patient Info button in Fig. 1. The help window guides the user
step-by-step through common actions, as demonstrated in the
supplemental video.

The next part describes how the joint trajectories are rep-
resented to facilitate their manipulation in the CCI.

B. CCI REPRESENTATION OF JOINT KINEMATICS
To provide manipulation points in Fig. 1, each joint’s angular
trajectory is represented by a set of N control points con-
nected by N − 1 piecewise Catmull-Rom splines [27]. This
method interpolates between control points to create a set of
piecewise cubic polynomials with matching tangent slopes at
each control point. Hence, the velocity is continuous along
this representation of the joint angle trajectory. Each control
point pi in the control points matrix,

CP = [p1, · · · , pN ]>, (1)
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FIGURE 2. Quick tuning buttons allow for easily adjusting ankle push-off
during stance and knee flexion during swing (key events of those joints).
The plus (+) and minus (−) buttons increase and decrease the amplitude
of the transition, and the left (<) and right (>) buttons move the
transition earlier and later in the gait cycle, both respectively.

comprises an x and y coordinate indicating the temporal
location (i.e., phase) in the gait cycle and the joint angular
position, respectively. The points are listed in increasing order
of the x coordinate. The beginning and end points in CP are
constrained to enforce periodicity of the trajectory.

For the baseline kinematics, an optimization routine fits a
piecewise cardinal spline to able-bodied human joint kine-
matics for normal level-ground walking using data from [28].
This routine computes a limited number of control points
that minimize the spline curve fitting error from the dataset.
For each joint, the fitted spline is defined as the default
(Baseline) joint trajectory that the clinician sees when starting
a new patient profile. The clinician can then modify the
prosthetic joint kinematics using the CCI features described
below.

C. CCI FEATURES FOR CONFIGURING JOINT KINEMATICS
The CCI has the following features to assist the clinician in
modifying the joint trajectories for patient-specific needs:

1) QUICK TUNING BUTTONS
The buttons highlighted in Fig. 2 allow the clinician to incre-
mentally adjust the timing and amplitude of ankle push-off
during terminal stance (45%-60%) and knee flexion during
swing (50%-65%). These are the most commonly tuned fea-
tures because ankle push-off is responsible for propelling the
stride and swing knee flexion is responsible for toe clearance
and the timing of knee extension in preparation for weight
acceptance [30]. The associated control points are automati-
cally modified to achieve the incremental changes. Left and
right arrow buttons phase shift the curve along the gait cycle,
and plus and minus buttons increase and decrease the angular
amplitude along the y-axis. A clinician who desires a stronger
ankle push-off earlier in the gait cycle, as in Fig. 1, may press
the ankle plus (+) and left (<) buttons in the quick tuning
panel to achieve this result.

2) DRAGGING CONTROL POINTS
Clicking and dragging any control point displays themodified
curve in real-time for visual inspection. Having the capability
to view the joint angular position and velocity plots, a novice
user can gain insight into the full effect of the kinematic
modifications. Moving a control point pj to a new (x, y)
location p̃j replaces the corresponding entry in the control
points matrix subject to the monotonicity constraint pj−1,1 <
p̃j,1 < pj+1,1. For finer adjustments, control point coordinates
can be specified through a manual numeric entry window as
well.

A feature converts mouse drag operations into smooth
adjustments across neighboring control points in real time.
Part of the user-specified change (p̃j − pj) is applied to the
immediate surrounding control points pj−1 and pj+1 based
on the relative spacing of pj−2, . . . , pj+2, given by the scalar
translation scaling coefficients

γ1 =

∥∥pj−1 − pj∥∥∥∥pj−1 − pj−2∥∥+ ∥∥pj−1 − pj∥∥ , (2)

γ2 =

∥∥pj+1 − pj∥∥∥∥pj+1 − pj+2∥∥+ ∥∥pj+1 − pj∥∥ . (3)

These apply the p̃j translation vector to the modified neigh-
boring points

p̃j−1 = pj−1 + γ1(p̃j − pj), (4)

p̃j+1 = pj+1 + γ2(p̃j − pj). (5)

The piecewise splines are then re-optimized with the
updated control points matrix containing p̃j−1, p̃j, p̃j+1.

3) ADD/DELETE CONTROL POINTS
Under the View menu bar is the option to add/delete control
points on the curve, giving the user more control over the
placement of the piecewise polynomials. Inserting a new
control point requires adding a new point pj to the control
points matrix, where pj−1,1 < pj,1 < pj+1,1. Likewise,
deleting a control point pj removes it from the control points
matrix.

4) SAFETY FEATURES
The safety features include limits on the joint angle range of
motion, joint velocity, and sequential order of control points.
For example, if a user attempts to increase push-off in a way
that violates the velocity constraint, the CCI will highlight
the offending section and alert the user that the modification
exceeds the prosthesis safety limits (as demonstrated in the
supplementary video). This allows the clinician to design
joint kinematics that are feasible for the prosthetic leg to
perform.

5) DISPLAY OF GAIT PERIODS
To further aid clinicians in using this interface, a feature dis-
plays gait period reference markers within commonly known
periods of gait (e.g., Loading Response, Mid-stance, Pre-
Swing, Mid-Swing, and Terminal Swing). When enabled,
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the interface displays both the gait period name and high-
lighted region associated with the gait period hovered by the
mouse.

6) COMPARISON TOOL
Additionally, the CCI lists previous amputee subject design
files in a comparison toolbar for ease of comparing the current
trajectory design to previous designs on the same figure. For
instance, a clinician can review a subject’s current design
from a past clinical session to determine if additional kine-
matic changes are needed for the subject to improve their
gait. Selecting a previous design file displays the position and
velocity curves alongside the current design. This comparison
feature can help clinicians track changes over time for indi-
vidual subjects.

D. IMPLEMENTATION IN PROSTHETIC CONTROL SYSTEM
1) VIRTUAL CONSTRAINT DESIGN
Once the joint trajectories are finalized, theExport VCDesign
button (see Fig. 1) converts the clinician-designed trajectories
into virtual constraint functions that are compiled into the
real-time processor of the powered knee-ankle prosthesis for
testing and evaluation.

The method of Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) can be
used to parameterize virtual constraints that represent the
periodic joint kinematics of the human gait cycle [18]. The
DFT first computes the frequency content of the clinician-
designed trajectory for each joint. The frequency content is
then used to reconstruct the desired trajectory as a function
of an ideal, normalized phase variable s ∈ [0, 1) as follows:

hd (s) =
1
2
α0 +

1
2
α L

2
cos(πLs)

+

W∑
w=1

[
αw cos(�ws)− βw sin(�ws)

]
, (6)

where �w = 2πw, W is the total number of frequency
components, L is the number of samples in the trajectory, and
αw and βw are the computed DFT coefficients.

The functional DFT representation above is used to define
the virtual constraint output function for each joint:

yi(qi, s) = qi − hdi (s), (7)

where qi is the measured angular position of joint i (with
i = k for the knee or i = a for the ankle), and hdi is
the desired angular position according to the phase variable
s. The output function yi represents tracking error from the
desired kinematics and is thus driven towards zero by the
following torque control law:

τi = −Kpiyi − Kdiq̇i, (8)

where Kpi > 0 is the proportional gain providing a virtual
stiffness and Kdi > 0 is the derivative gain for virtual
damping at joint i. These control gains were manually tuned
during a previous study with an able-bodied subject wearing a
bypass adapter [31]. This Proportional-Derivative controller
commands the joint torques to enforce the virtual constraints.

FIGURE 3. A finite state machine using a piecewise phase variable to
perform forward walking. The gray circles refer to Eq. 9 and purple circles
refer to Eq. 10. Between each state there are transition rules that evaluate
sst about ankle push-off threshold spo, FSR sensing for ground foot
contact (HI) or no contact (LO), or thigh velocity q̇h changing sign during
pre-swing.

2) PIECEWISE PHASE VARIABLE DESIGN
This study utilized the phase variable designed and tested in
[26], which measures the thigh angle to determine the pro-
gression of the subject through the gait cycle. The velocity-
independent nature of the selected phase variable naturally
accommodates changes in speed, start and stop, and some
volitional activities. The computation of the phase variable is
done according to the finite state machine in Fig. 3. Depend-
ing on the state of the system, the phase variable s in (6) is
determined from the stance equation or swing equation as
follows:

sst (qh) =
qmaxh − qh
qmaxh − qminh

κ, (9)

ssw(qh) = 1+
1− sfst

qmaxh − qmin,fh

(qh − qmaxh ), (10)

where qh is the global angle of the residual thigh (see
Section III), qmaxh and qminh are the pre-set maximum and min-
imum thigh angle values (tunable for change of step length),
and sfst and q

min,f
h are the respective values of sst and qh at

the moment of transition from state S2 to S3 or S4. Also, κ is
a tunable parameter for the value of sst at qh = qminh , which
thereby sets the stance to swing duration ratio. The variables
sfst and q

min,f
h adaptively change between strides to appropri-

ately normalize ssw and smooth the transition between the
stance and swing phase variables. See [26] for further details
on the controller design.

E. POWERED PROSTHESIS HARDWARE
The control system was implemented in a custom powered
knee-ankle prosthesis for experiments with the CCI (Fig. 4).
Both the knee and ankle contained a multi-stage transmis-
sion system to actuate their respective joint. The actuator
consisted of a high speed Maxon EC-4pole 30, 200 Watt
brushless direct current motor powered by a Elmo Gold Twit-
ter R80/80 motor amplifier. The motor was connected to a
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FIGURE 4. Photo of the transfemoral amputee subject wearing the
powered knee-ankle prosthesis. Reflective markers were placed on the
subject’s lower body to collect kinematic data from a motion capture
system during walking trials.

timing belt drive with sprockets giving a 4:1 reduction at the
ankle and 2:1 at the knee. The sprockets were connected to a
Nook 12-mm diameter, 2-mm lead ball screw connected to a
lever arm that actuated the joints. The motor amplifiers were
powered by an Agilent 6673A power supply.

A dSPACE DS1007 system with Freescale OorIQ P5020,
2 GHz processor was tethered to the prosthesis for con-
trol computation and data acquisition sampled at 1 kHz.
A Tekscan FlexiForce A401 sensor was placed inside the
pyramid adapter of the prosthetic foot to detect ground con-
tact. US Digital EC35 encoder provided measurements of
each joint angle. A LORD Microstrain 3DMGX4-25 inertial
measurement unit was placed on top of the prosthetic knee
joint to measure the global angle of the residual thigh for
calculation of the phase variable. More detailed design spec-
ifications for the prosthesis can be found in [18] and [31].

F. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & PROTOCOL
The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional
Review Boards of the University of Texas at Dallas and the
University of Texas SouthwesternMedical Center. Before the
experiment took place, a clinical researcher was instructed
how to use the interface over a period of about 15 minutes.
This entailed manipulating the trajectories to affect the move-
ment of the prosthesis and using the ‘Quick Tuning’ buttons
and various other features. The clinical researcher was a
practicing, certified, and licensed prosthetist for 14 years

FIGURE 5. Clinician-designed knee (top) and ankle (bottom) trajectories
versus baseline trajectories over the phase variable. Controller 1 (Ctrlr 1)
had very minor adjustments to the knee, which were identical to
Controller 2 (Ctrlr 2). Ankle push-off was increased in Controller 1 and
even more in Controller 2. The latter controller also was given an earlier
push-off. All these trajectories were exported from the CCI tool into the
prosthesis virtual constraint controller for experimentation.

with no prior experience configuring a powered knee-ankle
prosthesis.

The experimental setup included a ten-camera motion
capture system (Vicon, Oxford, UK) utilizing Nexus Plug-
in-Gait software to record kinematic parameters of a trans-
femoral amputee subject walking along a 5.3 m handrail
walkway. The amputee subject had a height of 1.75 m, weight
of 76.5 kg, left side amputation, and post-amputation time
of 11 yrs. The subject had no prior experience using a pow-
ered prosthesis. Reflective markers were placed along key
landmarks on the subject’s body and prosthesis to capture
3D spatial coordinates, which fed into a 3D kinematic biped
model to assess the kinematic changes effected by the clini-
cian. The subject was asked to bring comfortable shorts that
were adjusted so that no markers would be obscured from the
motion capture cameras. The clinician attached and aligned
the powered prosthesis to the subject’s custom socket. Before
recording data, the subject spent time acclimating to the
powered prosthesis by walking overground with handrails.
Acclimation was declared when the subject felt comfortable
starting, stopping, and walking forward with the powered
prosthesis.

The experiment entailed multiple passes (i.e., trials) of the
subject walking the length of the handrails using the pow-
ered prosthesis. The subject was instructed to walk naturally
without use of the handrails unless necessary to maintain
balance, which was not required during data collection. The
subject began with the default (Baseline) virtual constraints
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designed from normal walking kinematics in [28]. Based
on observations of the subject’s gait, the clinical researcher
used the CCI to iteratively tune the trajectories until the
clinician and amputee subject agreed that the prosthesis
was comfortable for daily walking and emulated normative
biomechanics.

Because this case study was intended to emulate a clinical
session, the number of trials was determined by the clin-
ician during the experiment—based on when the clinician
and subject were satisfied—rather than a priori to conduct
statistical tests. Instead, clinical significance was investi-
gated through summary statistics of outcome metrics such
as spatial-temporal parameters and gait symmetry. For each
controller, the strides of all trials (n = 8 to 11) were parsed
into gait cycles to calculate these summary statistics.

III. RESULTS
A. CLINICIAN VIRTUAL CONSTRAINT DESIGN & OUTCOME
The clinician iteratively tuned the prosthesis with the amputee
subject, creating two different clinically-tuned controllers.
After observing the subject walking with the baseline con-
troller, the clinician prescribed more ankle push-off. This
involved using the CCI to increase ankle plantarflexion in the
appropriate region of gait. Knee flexion was shifted slightly
earlier during the swing period using the ‘Quick Tuning’
button. Once the desired trajectories were established, they
were transformed into virtual constraints for the prosthesis
controller by taking the DFT of the desired trajectories [18].
This is labeled as Controller 1. The amputee repeated forward
walking trials with Controller 1 while the clinician observed.

After discussion, the subject provided feedback to the clin-
ician requesting additional tuning at the ankle for more push-
off. Additionally, the clinician observed that an adjustment
in the timing of push-off was needed. These observations
were implemented in Controller 2 for another iteration. The
clinician and subject agreed that the knee motion occurred
at the correct phase with appropriate magnitude, and conse-
quently did not make additional adjustments. After the sub-
ject repeated forward walking trials with this new controller,
the clinician performed a visual inspection and, with feedback
from the subject, agreed that the second controller was tuned
appropriately. Fig. 5 displays the baseline joint kinematics
compared to the two clinical controllers. The clinician took
a total of 10 minutes to tune the prosthesis.

Fig. 6 compares the prosthesis and residual limb mea-
surements between walking trials of Baseline and Controller
2, where the subject started from rest at t = 0. Increased
ankle push-off and knee flexion peaks were observed as
speed increased for both Baseline and Controller 2, likely
due to the subject putting more weight into the prosthesis
to complete the ankle push-off [26]. The additional push-off
designed into Controller 2 was realized in the prosthetic ankle
trajectories, which had noticeably larger peaks than Base-
line. The increased ankle push-off likely caused the faster
progression of the phase variable in Controller 2 (i.e., faster
forward speed). The increased ankle push-off also increased

the thigh forward acceleration during swing (cf. [32]), which
can explain the greater forward thigh range of motion for
Controller 2, especially visible in the second stride.

B. SPATIAL-TEMPORAL PARAMETERS
Spatial-temporal parameters are often used to assess the
performance of a human’s locomotion [28], [33]. In this
experiment, spatial-temporal parameters refer to step length
(spatial), step time and swing time (temporal). Table 1 dis-
plays the mean and standard deviation of each parameter
for both the prosthetic (P) and intact (I) legs across con-
trollers. The clinician-tuned controllers encouraged conver-
gence between the prosthetic leg parameters and intact leg
parameters. These metrics show confidence of the subject
with the prosthesis as well as improvements in gait symmetry,
which is associated with functional mobility [34]. The differ-
ence in stance time between legs, a good indicator of uneven
gaits, decreased by 15% with Controller 1 and 44% with
Controller 2. The changes in stance and swing time affected
the stance percentage (the percent of the gait cycle that the
ipsilateral foot is on the ground) causing the percentage to
converge closer to the accepted textbook value of 60% for
normal walking [35].

C. GAIT PATHOLOGY RESULTS
Passive prosthesis users often develop compensatory strate-
gies at their intact joints to propel the stride and promote toe
clearance during swing. Powered knee-ankle prostheses can
potentially mitigate these compensations by injecting energy
during push-off while actively flexing the knee. Table 2
reports parameters associated with hip hiking, hip circum-
duction, and ankle vaulting. Vaulting is the compensation of
early and excessive plantarflexion of the intact ankle during
stance, which can be quantified by the peak value of the foot
progression angle during mid-stance. Clinical tuning resulted
in an overall decrease in ankle vaulting. This is likely due to
the prescribed increase in ankle push-off, which propels the
prosthesis into swing for greater toe clearance.

Hip hiking and circumduction are compensations involv-
ing excessive range of motion in pelvic obliquity and hip
abduction in the frontal plane [36]. As reported in Table 2,
Controller 1 exhibited an average decrease in hip abduction
on both sides, along with a slight decrease in pelvic obliquity
on the prosthetic side. Controller 2 also exhibited a decrease
in hip abduction on the prosthetic side, but increases in pelvic
range of motion on both sides.

The symmetry ratio (SR) of spatial-temporal parameters
is often used to identify gait pathologies associated with
asymmetries between legs. This ratio is defined as

SR =
ϒprosthetic

ϒintact
, (11)

where ϒ refers to the parameter being evaluated [37]. A
perfectly symmetrical gait will have a value of one, whereas a
ratio greater than one favors the prosthetic side. According to
Table 2, the SR for step length improved with each iteration
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FIGURE 6. Measured signals of the prosthetic knee angle (top left), prosthetic ankle angle (top right), phase variable (bottom left), and residual thigh
angle (bottom right) over consecutive strides for a forward walking trial of the Baseline controller versus Controller 2 (Ctrlr 2). The time sequences of
the separate trials were aligned with respect to their first phase variable measurement. As the phase variable progressed from 0 to 1 (bottom left),
the joint kinematics progressed through the designed trajectories (top). The knee trajectories were similar between controllers by design.
Controller 2 had a noticeably larger ankle push-off than Baseline, resulting in faster phase variable progression and greater thigh range of motion.

TABLE 1. Mean(SD) of spatial-temporal parameters on prosthetic (P) and intact (I) sides.

TABLE 2. Mean(SD) of measures of gait pathology on prosthetic (P) and intact (I) sides.

of the clinical tuning process. Stance and swing time also
exhibited a slight progression towards symmetry.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We developed an intuitive interface for clinicians to quickly
configure a powered knee-ankle prosthesis for subject-
specific needs. Instead of tuning dozens of impedance param-
eters and switching rules, our approach leverages clinical
expertise to configure a continuous representation of the joint
kinematics in a virtual constraint control scheme. To demon-
strate feasibility, a certified prosthetist used the CCI to con-
figure a powered knee-ankle prosthesis for a transfemoral

amputee subject. Controllers 1 and 2 appeared to realize the
prosthetist’s desired kinematics, improving several aspects of
the subject’s gait.

The convergence of spatial-temporal parameters suggests
the subject had more control [34] and more even loading
between limbs, which could reduce pain and joint degen-
eration over time [38]. These improvements were primarily
achieved by changing the timing and magnitude of push-
off to restore healthy locomotor function and energetics with
the powered prosthesis [39], [40]. These adjustments enabled
the subject to spend more time on the prosthetic leg during
stance and fully leverage push-off, resulting in prosthetic foot
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clearance with less vaulting on the intact side. Hip hiking
and circumduction did not exhibit consistent changes during
the tuning process, which may be due to the weight of the
robotic prosthetic leg. Moreover, these and other quantities
have relatively high standard deviation because of the short
walkway and limited number of trials during the emulated
clinical session.

This limited case study motivates future studies in several
directions. Having established feasibility of clinicians using
the CCI system to affect powered knee-ankle prosthesis per-
formance within the constraints of a clinical session, a more
extensive outcomes study should be conductedwith sufficient
trials and subjects for statistical comparisons between take-
home and powered prosthetic legs. Additional acclimation
time may allow further reductions in compensations, which
are learned over long-term use of a conventional prosthesis.
Future studies would also benefit from newer powered pros-
theses with higher torque-to-weight ratios as in [41]. Finally,
the CCI tool can be extended to configure the kinematics of
additional tasks such as walking on stairs and inclines, and
new features such as real-time feedback of spatial-temporal
parameters could be added to further assist the clinician.
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